- I recommended people already. Can I get extra time for that?
We really appreciate all the positive word of mouth and that is why we created Friend to Friend. Past referrals can’t be counted but from now on send your link to get your extended subscription.

- Do I have to have an active subscription to get extra time?
Yes, the reward is extra time on your existing, active account.

- If my account expires and then I renew, does my friend count start over?
No, your number of friends is counted from when you started using your referrals. If your subscription expires and you renew later you pick up where you left off.

- My friend signed up, but I didn’t get my extra time added. How can I get my extra time?
First, make sure your friend has actually opened a Full Subscription and if so, send us an email with the details.

- My subscription ended just yesterday, but my friend was late and signed up today. Can I get my extra two months?
Yes, it will be added to your subscription when you renew.

- The extra time is cool, but I’m a student and I live in a cave. Can I get a discount instead?
No, extra time is the reward.

- Is there a limit to how many people I can share my referral link with?
No, reach out to everyone.

- I want to help a friend of mine who signs up. Can I give them my extra 2 months?
No, but once they subscribe they can pass it along and get the rewards too.

- A lifetime subscription! Is this for real?!
Yes, it is. Your music needs will be covered forever.
1. These Terms of Use apply to you as a subscriber of the website https://artlist.io (hereinafter: "the Site"), owned and operated by Artlist Ltd (hereinafter: "the Company"). Your participation in the "Friend to Friend" promotion* that takes place on the site (hereinafter: "the Promotion") and your entitlement to receive the benefits provided therein is subject to the terms and conditions of these Terms of Use.

2. In your "My Music" dashboard on the site, there is a link that is solely attributed to you (hereinafter: "the Link"). The link is used to purchase a new subscription to the site. Any person who purchases a subscription to the site while using the link, will be deemed to have purchased the subscription through your referral. An unlimited number of people can purchase a new subscription to the site using the link.

3. If you like the site and want to recommend it to your friends who are interested in music, you may send them the link and offer them to purchase a subscription to the site.
If and to the extent that new Subscriptions are purchased while using the link, you and anyone who purchases such a subscription (hereinafter: "the New Member") will enjoy the following benefits:

* For the first new member to register - you and the first new member will be entitled to receive an additional two months to your annual subscriptions for free.
* For the second new member to register - you and the second new member will be entitled to receive an additional two months to your annual subscriptions for free.
* For the third new member to register - you will be entitled to receive an additional four months to your annual subscription for free, and the third new member will be entitled to receive an additional two months, as aforesaid.
* For the fourth and fifth new members to register – only the fourth and fifth new members will be entitled to receive an additional two months to their annual subscriptions for free.
* For the sixth new member to register - you will be entitled to receive a free annual subscription, and the sixth new member will be entitled to receive an additional two months to his annual subscription for free.
* For the seventh, eight and ninth new members to register – only the seventh, eight and ninth new members will be entitled to receive an additional two months to their annual subscriptions for free.
* For the tenth new member to register - you will be entitled to receive a free lifetime subscription, and the tenth new member will be entitled to receive an additional two months to his annual subscription for free.
* Any new member beyond the top ten will be entitled to receive an additional 2 months to his annual subscription, and you will not be entitled to any additional benefit.
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4. The Company has the right to determine at its sole discretion whom of its subscribers will be entitled to participate in the promotion and/or benefit from the benefits provided therein.

5. Your participation in the promotion is conditional on you being the owner of a valid, registered and active subscription to the site, as well as receiving the link in your “My Music” dashboard of the site.

6. Purchasing a new subscription without using your link will not be credited to you and will not entitle you to any benefit. The Company has the sole and absolute right to determine whether a new subscriber has subscribed to the Site using your link or whether it has subscribed without the use of your link, and no one shall have the right to dispute the Company’s final findings.

7. The benefits granted under this promotion are personal, intended for personal use only and can not be transferred. The use of these benefits is subject to all terms of use of the Site and all terms of the license and usage agreements that apply to subscribers, and nothing in these Terms of Use shall derogate from them.

8. The Promotion will continue as long as the Company decides to continue. You agree that the Company is entitled to change the terms of the offer at any time and / or cancel it at any time, at its sole discretion and for any reason, and you will not be entitled to raise any claim in respect thereof and / or demand any compensation whatsoever.